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Abstract
We present some initial results on ontology-based query answering with description
logic ontologies that may employ temporal and probabilistic operators on concepts and
axioms. Specically, we consider description logics extended with operators from linear
temporal logic (LTL), as well as subjective probability operators, and an extended query
language in which conjunctive queries can be combined using these operators. We rst
show some complexity results for the setting in which either only temporal operators or
only probabilistic operators may be used, both in the ontology and in the query, and then
show a 2ExpSpace lower bound for the setting in which both types of operators can be
used together.

1

Introduction

Ontology-Based Query Answering (OBQA) received considerable attention in the past, as it
allows to query incomplete data in the presence of an ontology providing background knowledge
about the data domain. While classically, OBQA considers a setting where the data is both
static and certain, there are many applications where this assumption does not hold, which
lead to the development of temporal query languages for OBQA [10, 34, 11, 5], and research on
OBQA for probabilistic data [22, 8, 9, 7]. Temporal OBQA has been proposed as a technique
for querying historical data and to detect situations in streams of data. To describe temporal
patterns in a query,

temporal queries

as in [10, 11, 5] extend conjunctive queries (CQs) with

operators from linear temporal logic (LTL). Probabilistic OBQA is motivated by data sets
obtained using uncertain methods such as language and image recognition, or uncertain sensor
measurements. In this setting, query answers hold true with a certain probability, which may
be part of the query result.

As historical data can be obtained using language recognition,

and situation recognition is often applied in applications that involve temporal data based on
uncertain sensor measurements, there exist applications in which we want to query data that is
both temporal and probabilistic in nature. Motivated by this, recently, temporal probabilistic
OBQA has been investigated [24], where the temporal query language from [11] is extended
with probability operators, and data are considered sequences of probabilistic ABoxes as in [22].
As an example for a probabilistic temporal query, consider a health supervision app on a
∗ Supported

by the DFG within the collaborative research center CRC 912 (HAEC) and the TRR 248 (CPEC).
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smartphone which operates on a sequence of data obtained using motion and blood pressure
sensors. The following query then detects situations in which the patient was, during the last
10 time units, with a low probability exercising, until with a high probability he had a high
blood pressure, in which case the app might issue a warning:

q(x) ←

−10


P<0.2 Excercising(x)U P>0.7 HighBloodPressure(x) .

While the mentioned works allow for an extended expressivity in the query language, they
only consider ontologies that are formulated using a classical (atemporal and non-probabilistic)
DL. Since the role of the ontology in OBQA is to provide additional background knowledge,
temporal and/or probabilistic OBQA would benet from ontology languages that provide both
temporal and probabilistic language constructs. To stay with the current example, this could
for instance be used to express that if a patient starts exercising, his blood pressure is likely to
remain increased until the patient takes a break:

StartsExcercising v (P>0.7 IncreasedBloodPressure) U StopsExcercising,
where

StartsExcercising and StopsExcercising are dened in further axioms using temporal con-

cept operators.
Temporal DLs have been well investigated in the literature, and may extend classical DLs
with LTL-operators on axioms and concepts [30, 6], with MTL-operators [3, 37, 21], Halpern
and Shoham's interval logic [1, 35], or temporal attributes [33]. Similarly, several probabilistic extensions to DLs have been suggested, such as the non-monotonic DL P-SHIF(D)/P-

SHOIN (D) [27], the DLs Prob-ALC /Prob-EL for expressing subjective probabilities [20], DLs
using log-linear probabilities [32] and the Bayesian DLs BEL and BALC [15, 12]. There is also
research on ontology languages that combine temporal and probabilistic aspects: these consider temporal probabilistic Datalog programs [16], dynamic Bayesian DL networks [14], and
temporal extensions of DL-Lite [26], but do not consider expressive query languages, or the
full expressivity of temporal DLs such as LTL-ALC and Prob-ALC .

There is some research

on answering unions of conjunctive queries in temporal DL-Lite [2], and instance retrieval in
temporal extensions of

EL

[19], but not on answering temporal queries, and to the best of our

knowledge, there is no research on OBQA with ontology languages that employ probabilistic
concept operators.
The aim of this paper is to theoretically investigate a setting where temporal operators, as
well as operators expressing subjective probability, can be used both as part of the ontology
language and as part of the query language. While some complexity bounds are still open at
this point, we present initial results towards understanding the complexity in such a setting.
Specically, our contributions are the following.

1. In Section 2, we combine the languages studied in [11, 30, 20] to dene the syntax and
semantics of

temporal probabilistic DL formulae (TPDFs), which generalise temporal prob-

abilistic knowledge bases and queries.
2. In Section 3, we give tight complexity bounds for TPDFs with only temporal operators.
3. In Section 4, we give upper bounds for TPDFs with only probability operators.
4. In Section 5, we show that for TPDFs that use both temporal and probability operators,
satisability is 2ExpSpace-hard.

Details of proofs and denitions can be found in the appendix.
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2

Temporal Probabilistic Description Logic Formulae

2.1

Preliminaries

We assume basic knowledge about expressive DLs. Our results concern DLs ranging from
to

ALCOQ

and

ALCOI .

ALC

Details about the DLs relevant for this paper, as well as on query

answering, can be found in the appendix. We assume DL concepts to be composed using the
operators of the respective DL based on the pair-wise disjoint, countably innite sets

NC , NR

concept names, role names and individual names. We assume DL axioms
to be either general class inclusions (GCIs) of the form C v D , or assertions of the forms C(a),

and

NI

r(a, b)

of respectively

D being concepts in the respective DL, r, s role names, and a, b individual
C ≡ D as abbreviation for the two GCIs C v D and D v C . Satisability
I I
I
of sets K of axioms is dened in terms of interpretations I = h∆ , · i, where ∆ is a set of
I
domain elements and · is a function mapping individual names to domain elements, concepts
I
I
I
to subsets of ∆ and roles to subsets of ∆ × ∆ . Conjunctive queries (CQs) and entailment
with

C

and

names. We use

of Boolean CQs are dened as usual (eg., see [29]): specically, CQs can contain free variables
called
a CQ

answer variables, and a Boolean CQ is a CQ without free variables.

φ

in a DL KB

K

A

query answer

is an assignment of individual names to the free variables in

the resulting Boolean CQ is entailed by

φ

to

such that

K.

To distinguish between dierent intervals relevant in this paper, we use the notation
denote closed intervals over the reals, and the notation

Ji, jK

[i, j]

to

to denote closed intervals over the

probability measure over a (possibly innite) set W is a function P : W → [0, 1],
W ⊆ 2W is a σ -algebra (it contains W is is closed under complement and countable
0
union), s.t. P (∅) = 0, P (W ) = 1, and for any countable set W ⊆ W of pairwise disjoint sets
S
P
0
0
0
W ⊆ W , we have P ( W 0 ∈W W ) = W 0 ∈W P (W ).

integers. A
where

2.2

Syntax

We consider extensions of classical DLs which additionally allow temporal concepts of the form

C (next) and CUD (until), and probabilistic concepts of the form P~p C , where ~ ∈ {<, =, >},
p ∈ [0, 1] and C , D are concepts. These concepts may be used at any place within a concept, and
we call the resulting concepts

temporal probabilistic concepts. Here, we do not x a particular
underlying DL which is extended by these operators. While

DL as basis, but may refer to the

classically, a DL knowledge base is build using DL axioms, against which queries are evaluated,
it will be convenient to study queries and DL axioms not in separation, but to allow for an
integrated language in which DL axioms and CQs can be arbitrarily mixed within a formula.
This further expressivity can for instance be used to specify that a certain DL axiom holds
until a Boolean CQ becomes satised. For this reason, we collectively call DL axioms and CQs

generalised axioms. Temporal probabilistic DL formulae
X is a
p ∈ [0, 1]:

the following syntax rule, where
concepts,

~ ∈ {<, =, >}

and

α ::= X | ¬α | α ∧ α |
The operators

¬, ∧,

probability operators.

and

(TPDFs)

α

are then built according to

generalised axiom that may use temporal probabilistic

U are called temporal

α | αUα | P~p α.

operators, while the operators P~p are called

We dene further operators as the usual abbreviations, that is, for TPDFs

φ and ψ , we denote true := ψ ∨ ¬φ (for some φ), φ ∨ ψ := ¬(¬φ ∧ ¬ψ), ♦φ := trueUφ and
φ := ¬♦¬φ, φ → ψ := ¬φ ∨ ψ and φ ↔ ψ := (φ → ψ) ∧ (ψ → φ), and similar for concepts. A
TPDF is called

Boolean

if every CQ in it is Boolean.

As typical for temporal reasoning with DLs, we assume a set
composed of a set

NCrig = Nrig ∩ NC

of

rigid concepts
4

Nrig ⊆ NC ∪ NR of rigid names,
NRrig = Nrig ∩ NR of rigid

and a set

roles, which denote concept and role names whose interpretation does not change over time.
2.3

Semantics

To dene the semantics of TPDFs, we have to take into consideration two dimensions: the
temporal dimension and the probabilistic dimension. A

temporal interpretation

is a sequence

(Ii )i≥0 of interpretations Ii = h∆, ·Ii i sharing the same domain ∆J , such that for any rigid
I
I
name X ∈ Nrig and i, j ≥ 0, X i = X j . A probabilistic temporal interpretation is then a
probability measure ι : J → [0, 1], over a set J of temporal interpretations (Ii )i≥0 sharing the
ι
J
same set ∆ of domain elements (J ⊆ 2 is then a sigma algebra). We call J the possible worlds
of ι.
To dene the semantics of temporal and probabilistic operators, we dene the function
concepts, where

(Ij )j≥0 ∈ J

and

i ≥ 0. ·Ii ,ι

is dened as

·Ii

·Ii ,ι

on

for the concept operators of the

underlying DL, and for the remaining operators by

( C)Ii ,ι = C Ii+1 ,ι
(CUD)Ii ,ι = {d ∈ ∆ι | ∃j ≥ i : d ∈ DIi ,ι , ∀k ∈ Ji, j − 1K : d ∈ C Ik ,ι }
0

(P~p C)Ii ,ι = {d ∈ ∆ι | ι({(Ij0 )j≥0 ∈ J | d ∈ C Ii ,ι }) ~ p}.

Satisfaction of Boolean TPDFs
1.

Ii , ι |= α

2.

Ii , ι |= C v D

3.

Ii , ι |= C(a)

4.

Ii , ι |=

5.

Ii , ι |= φUψ

6.

Ii , ι |= P~p φ

We say that

φ

ι

in which case

Ii |= α,

i

i

i

i

is dened by:

α

where

is a Boolean CQ or a role assertion,

C Ii ,ι ⊆ DIi ,ι ,

aIi ∈ C Ii ,ι ,

Ii+1 , ι |= ψ ,

i there exists
i

j≥i

s.t.

is a

and for all

ι({(Ij0 )j≥0 ∈ J | Ii0 , ι |= φ}) ~ p.1

satises a Boolean TPDF

ι

Ij , ι |= ψ

model of φ.

φ,

in symbols

ι |= φ,

k ∈ Jj, i − 1K, Ik , ι |= φ,

if for all

and

(Ii )i≥0 ∈ J , I0 , ι |= φ,

A Boolean TPDF is satisable i it has a model.

The paper focusses on showing complexity bounds for Boolean TPDF satisability. Note that
other reasoning tasks that are more related to classical OBQA can be easily reduced to TPDF
satisability. For instance, for the problem of
given a Boolean TPDF

temporal probabilistic query answering,

we are

φ, and a non-Boolean TPDF ψ that contains only CQs and no DL axioms

(a temporal probabilistic query), and we want to nd an assignment of individual names to the
answer variables in

ψ

so that the resulting TPDF is logically entailed by

be reduced to deciding the unsatisability of Boolean TPDFs of the form
obtained from

ψ

φ. This problem can
φ ∧ ¬ψ 0 , where ψ 0 is

by replacing answer variables by individual names. As from now on, we focus

on Boolean TPDFs only, we will omit the Boolean and just call them TPDFs in the following.

Remark.

There is a subtle dierence between our semantics and that of Prob-ALC /Prob-EL

as introduced in [20], in that we do not require the set of possible worlds to be countable.
We believe that, especially if we add a temporal dimension, considering only countable sets
of possible worlds is too restrictive. For instance, if we allow a domain element to arbitrarily

1 Note

that we implicitly require that J contains all subsets of 2J relevant to these denitions.
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switch betweeing satisfying a concept

A

and not satisfying it there are uncountably many

possible sequences for this, each corresponding to a real number in between 0 and 1. There is
no real reason why some of these sequences should be excluded. As we show in the appendix,
there are TPDFs even without temporal operators that are only satisable in interpretations
with an uncountable set of possible worlds, which means that our results do not directly transfer
to the setting considered in [20].

3

Only Temporal Operators

We rst consider the purely temporal case of TPDFs without probability operators.
problem has so far only been studied for
the combination of both.

temporal queries

and

temporal DLs,

This

but not for

Our rst result concerns TPDFs without temporal concepts, that

is, temporal operators can be used on CQs and on axioms, but not within concepts.

Here,

complexity upper bounds directly follow from the complexity of temporal query entailment
with classical ontologies, as studied in [11, 5, 4] .

Tφ of
in φ:

determine satisability. We dene a set
axiom for every GCI

CvD

occurring

Let

φ

be a TPDF of which we want to

classical DL axioms that contains the following

A¬(CvD) ≡ C u ¬D.
Instances of A¬(CvD) witness the non-entailment of C v D , so that we can use the CQ
∃x.A¬(CvD) (x) to express that the GCI does not hold. We then dene a TPDF φ0 that is
0
obtained from φ by replacing every GCI C v D with ¬∃x.A¬(CvD) (x). φ contains no GCIs,
V
0
and we have 
α
|=
¬φ
i
φ
is
unsatisable.
We
thus
get
the
following
theorem directly
α∈Tφ
from results on satisability of temporal CQs in [11, 5, 4].

Satisability of TPDFs without probability operators and temporal concepts, and
with underlying DL L, is
Theorem 1.

-complete for L = EL and NCrig = NRrig = ∅,

•

PSpace

•

ExpTime

•

NExpTime

•

NExpTime

•

2ExpTime

•

decidable for ALCOIQ.

-complete for L ∈ {ALC, ALCQ} and NCrig = NRrig = ∅,
-complete for L ∈ {EL, ALC, ALCQ} and NRrig = ∅,
-complete L = EL and NRrig 6= ∅,

-complete for L ∈ {ALCI, ALCIQ, ALCOQ, ALCOI}, and

If we also allow for temporal concept operators, we have to do a bit more. We rst note that with
rigid roles, using temporal operators on the level of concepts leads to undecidability already
if the underlying DL is

EL

[30].

We thus only have to consider the case where

NRrig = ∅.

To show upper bounds for this case, we extend the method from [39] for temporal DLs based
on quasimodels to also incorporate CQs. Namely, we abstract temporal interpretations using
sequences of

quasistates, which each contain a set of CQs and GCIs that hold or do not hold at
concept types, which represent the current

the corresponding time point, together with a set of
states of domain elements.

con(φ) denote the set of (sub-)concepts occurring in φ, form(φ) denote
φ, and ind(φ) denote the set of individual names occurring in φ.
Furthermore, dene tc (φ) = {C, ¬C | C ∈ con(φ)} ∪ {{a} | a ∈ ind(φ)} and tf (φ) = {ψ, ¬ψ |
ψ ∈ form(φ)}. A concept type is then a subset t ⊆ tc (φ) s.t.
Given a TPDF

φ,

let

the set of sub-formulae of

6

C1 for every

¬C ∈ tc (φ), ¬C ∈ t

C2 for every

C u D ∈ tc (φ), C u D ∈ t

i

C 6∈ t,

and

C, D ∈ t.

i

t contains a concept of the form {a},
t ⊆ tf (φ) s.t.

If a concept type
is a subset

F1 for every

¬ψ ∈ tc (φ), ¬ψ ∈ t

F2 for every

ψ1 ∧ ψ2 ∈ tc (φ), ψ1 ∧ ψ2 ∈ t

A

quasistate

is a set

S

i

ψ 6∈ t,

we call

t a nominal

type.

A

formula type

and
i

ψ1 , ψ2 ∈ t.

of formula and concept types s.t.

S

contains exactly one formula type

tS .
If the formula type only contains GCIs and their negation, there are easy syntactic conditions
for when a quasistate can correspond to an element of a temporal interpretation. This becomes
however more dicult when it can also contain CQs, which is why we instead formulate a
semantic admissibility condition for quasistates. We rst introduce the notion of a conceptual
abstraction. Since quasistates will also be used in Section 4, we dene them here more general
for quasistates that may also contain probability operators. Given a concept or TPDF

conceptual abstraction X ca

is obtained by replacing every outermost concept

D, D1 UD2 , and P~p D by the fresh concept name AC , and every outermost
ψ1 , ψ1 Uψ2 and P~p ψ1 by Aψ (a), where Aψ is fresh. A quasistate S is
i there exists a (classical) interpretation I s.t.

forms

C

X,

its

of the forms

TPDF
then

ψ

of the

admissible

α ∈ form(φ), I |= αca i α ∈ tS , and
T
ca I
concept type t ⊆ tc (φ),
C∈t (C ) 6= ∅ i t ∈ S .

S1 for every TPDF
S2 for every

While a quasistate can contain up to exponentially many concept types, we show in the appendix
that for

ALCOQ

and

ALCOI ,

it can still be decided in 2ExpTime wrt. to the input formula

whether a given quasistate is admissible, while this can be done in ExpTime for
It remains to represent the temporal dimension, which we do in terms of

quasimodels.
A

concept/formula run

is a sequence

σ : N → tc (φ)/tf (φ)

runs

ALCQ.
and

temporal

of concept/formula types s.t. for all

i ≥ 0,
R1 for every

α ∈ tc (φ)/tf (φ),

α ∈ σ(i)

α ∈ σ(i + 1),

i

αUβ ∈ tc (φ)/tf (φ), αUβ ∈ σ(i)
k ∈ Ji, j − 1K, α ∈ σ(i),

R2 for every

i there exists

R3 for every

j ∈ N, σ(i) ∩ NCrig = σ(j) ∩ NCrig ,

R4 for every

j∈N

A

and

a ∈ NI , {a} ∈ σ(i)

temporal quasimodel for φ

s.t.

β ∈ σ(i)

{a} ∈ σ(j).

hQ, Ri, where Q is a sequence
Q(i), and R is a set of runs s.t.

mapping each natural

φ ∈ tQ(0) ,

Q2 for each

i≥0

Q3 for each run

and

t ∈ Q(i)

σ ∈ R,

and

and for all

and

is a tuple

number to an admissible quasistate

Q1

i

j ≥ i

, there exists a run

i ≥ 0, σ(i) ∈ Q(i).
7

σ∈R

s.t.

σ(i) = t,

and

Temporal quasimodels witness the satisability of TPDFs without probability operators. Furthermore, we can use a regularity argument as in [36] to limit the shape of these quasimodels.
This is summarized in the following lemma.

If the underlying DL is ALCOQ or ALCOI , then φ is satisable i there exists a
quasimodel hQ, Ri for φ where Q is of the form
Lemma 1.

Q(0) . . . Q(n) Q(n + 1) . . . Q(n + m)

ω

,

with n and m double exponentially bounded in the size of φ.
The proof of the lemma makes use of the fact that, in a classical DL interpretation, if the
underlying DL is

ALCOQ

or

ALCOI ,

we can arbitrarily extend the set of domain elements

that belong to a given concept type without aecting entailment of CQs or the extension of
other types. This is not so easily possible for DLs that support both inverse roles and counting
quantiers, which is why we do not have results for

ALCI

entailment in

[28] and

ALCO

ALCIQ.

Using lower bounds for CQ

[31], and for TPDFs with temporal operators only on

concepts and GCIs [39], we obtain the following completeness results.

Satisability of TPDFs without probability operators is undecidable if NRrig 6= ∅.
Otherwise, it is 2ExpTime-complete if the underlying DL is ALCO, ALCI or ALCOI , and
ExpSpace-complete if the underlying DL is ALC or ALCQ.

Theorem 2.

4

Only Probability Operators

We next consider the purely probabilistic case, that is, we allow probability operators on the
level of concepts, axioms and queries, but no temporal operators. While [20] consider extensions
of

ALC

and

EL

with probability operators on concepts and assertions, they do not consider

these operators on GCIs.

We extend this setting by allowing probability operators also on

GCIs, and additionally allowing CQs.
Our method for deciding entailment of those TPDFs is again based on quasistates and types,
over which we this time dene probability measures.

probabilistic quasistate is a probability measure P S : 2S → [0, 1] over a set S of quasistates.
It is admissible i for every quasistate S ∈ S:

A

PS1

S

is admissible, and

PS2 for every

P~p ψ ∈ tf (φ), P~ ψ ∈ tS

i

P S({S ∈ S | ψ ∈ tS }) ~ p.

While every quasistate contains a set of concept types, we might need a more ne-grained
probability measure for each concept type to verify the probabilistic concepts in them.

For

pt : 2T → [0, 1]

is a

this, we dene

probabilistic concept types.

probability measure over a set

PT for every

It is

and

of concept types s.t

t ∈ T , P~p C ∈ t

i

pt({t ∈ T | C ∈ t}) ~ p.

compatible to a probabilistic quasistate P S : 2S → [0, 1]

measure

PC1

P~p C ∈ tc (φ)

T

A probabilistic concept type

PP S,pt : 2WP S,pt → [0, 1]

hS, ti ∈ WP S,pt

implies

over some set

WP S,pt ⊆ S × T

t ∈ S,
8

i there exists a probability
s.t.

PC2 for every

S ∈ S, PP S,pt ({hS 0 , ti ∈ WP S,pt | S 0 = S}) = P S({S}),

PC3 for every

t ∈ T , PP S,pt ({hS, t0 i ∈ WP S,pt | t0 = t}) = pt({t}).

We call

and

PP S,pt a joined probability measure for P S and pt. A probabilistic quasimodel for φ is
hP S, PTi of a probabilistic quasistate P S : 2S → [0, 1] and a set PT of probabilistic

now a tuple

concept types s.t.

PQ1 for every

S ∈ S, φ ∈ tS ,

PQ2 every probabilistic concept type
PQ3 for every quasistate

measure for

PS

pt ∈ PT

is compatible to

P S,

S ∈ S and concept type t ∈ S , there
pt ∈ PT s.t. hS, ti ∈ WP S,pt .

and

exists a joined probability

and some

hS, ti ∈ WP S,pt , but not PP S,pt ({hS, ti}) > 0.
t can be instantiated in every possible world corre-

Note that in Condition PQ3, we only require
This is still sucient to ensure that the type
sponding to

S,

and in fact necessary to ensure completeness, because we allow for uncountable

sets of possible worlds in our semantics.

A TPDF φ without temporal operators, with underlying DL ALCOQ or ALCOI ,
is satisable i there exists a probabilistic quasimodel hP T, PTi for φ.

Lemma 2.

Probabilistic quasimodels are similar to temporal quasimodels, where instead of sequences, we
use probability measures. For some DLs, this dierence in structure can be exploited to gain
better complexity bounds. While there can be in general double exponentially many quasistates
and probabilistic concept types, if the underlying DL is

ALCQ, only exponentially many of each

are needed. In contrast to the temporal quasimodels in Section 3, which indeed may always
require a double exponential number of quasistates, probabilistic quasimodels benet from a
lack of

order :

this allows us to merge quasistates that agree on their formula type and nominal

types, which is the reason why we can bound the size of probabilistic quasimodels for

ALCQ.

Our decision procedure for TPDF satisability consists of guessing and verifying a probabilistic
quasimodel of the appropriate size. Here, we make use of a result from [17], which is also used
in [20] to provide the complexity bounds of Prob-ALC , to limit the required precision used in
the probability measures.

Satisability of TPDFs without temporal operators is in NExpTime if the underlying DL is ALCQ, and in N2ExpTime if the underlying DL is ALCOQ or ALCOI .
Theorem 3.

Since satisability of Prob-ALC is still in ExpTime [20], the only known complexity lower
bounds stem from the complexity of Boolean query entailment. We leave it as future work to
investigate whether our complexity bounds can be optimised.

5

Temporal and Probability Operators

If we allow both temporal and probability operators, satisability of TPDFs becomes 2Exp-

Space-hard, even if we disallow rigid names.
exponential corridor tiling problem.

We show this by a reduction of the double-

This problem is formalised as follows.

We are given a

T of tiles containing an initial tile type t0 ∈ T and a nal tile type tf ∈ T , two sets
H ⊆ T × T and V ⊆ T × T of respectively horizontal and vertical tiling conditions, and a
natural number n. The problem is then to decide whether there exists a natural number m
2n
2n
and a tiling t : J1, 2 K × J1, mK → T s.t. t(1, 1) = t0 , t(1, m) = tf , for every i ∈ J1, 2
− 1K

set
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Figure 1: Illustration of how counters are used to identify neighbouring possible worlds.

j ∈ J1, mK, we have ht(i, j), t(i + 1, j)i ∈ H , and
have ht(i, j), t(i, j + 1)i ∈ V . It follows from the

n

i ∈ J1, 22 K

and

j ∈ J1, m − 1K,

and

for every

we

relationship between corridor-tilings and

space-bounded Turing machines shown in [38] that the double-exponential tiling problem is

2ExpSpace-complete.
While the full reduction is shown in the appendix, we sketch the main ideas here.
n

22

We use

domain elements to represent the vertical dimension of the tiling, and the time line to

represent the horizontal dimension. The probabilistic dimension is used to implement a double
exponential counter on each domain element, which is used to identify which row of the tiling it
represents. Here, we use temporal and probabilistic concepts to force the existence of exponentially many possible worlds per domain element, which at each time point store the dierent

Bit. Specically, the individual
Bit in the ith possible world i the ith bit of the double exponential counter has the

bit values of the double exponential counter using a concept
satises
value

1.

A main challenge in the construction is the lack of order in temporal probabilistic models.
The set of possible worlds in an interpretation is unordered, which means we cannot directly
refer to the  ith or next possible world. This is however neccessary to implement a double
exponential counter, since we have to transfer information about carrier bits from one possible
world to another. Furthermore, since we do not allow rigid roles, we cannot keep the relationship
between the dierent domain elements stable throughout the time line. As a result, we cannot
directly refer to the domain element that refers to the next row in order to test the vertical
tiling conditions. For both challenges, we use a similar trick.
For the double-exponential counter, we need to be able to identify possible worlds for the respective domain element that correspond to neighbouring bit positions. To do this, we implement
a single-exponential counter in each possible world, which is incremented along the time line,
so that in each world, the counter has a dierent value.
implement these counters, we use concept names
positions

1

n

to

This is visualised in Figure 1.

A1 , . . . , An

To

representing the bit value at the

of this counter. At each time point, two neighbouring possible worlds can be

identied easily: the one with a counter value of

2n − 1

satises

d

i∈J1,nK

Ai ,

and unless it cor-

responds to the last bit position, the next bit position corresponds to the world with a counter
value of

0,

which satises

d

i∈J1,nK

¬Ai .

Using this mechanism, we can for instance transfer the

information on whether the current bit has to be ipped using the following GCIs:

l

Ai u Flip u Bit v P=1 ((

i∈J1,nK

(

l

l

¬Ai ) → Flip)

i∈J1,nK

Ai ) u (¬Flip t ¬Bit) v P=1 ((

i∈J1,nK

l

¬Ai ) → (FirstBit t ¬Flip)).

i∈J1,nK

Using further axioms, this allows us to implement a double exponential counter on each domain
element, which is incremented every

2n

time points.

The same technique is used on a dierent level to identify which domain elements correspond
to neighbouring rows in the ceiling. We make sure that eventually, we have at each time point a
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dierent double exponential counter value represented by some domain element. At each time
point, we can then identify two neighbouring domain elements easily: the one with a counter
value of

0

satises

P=1 ¬Bit,

and the one with a counter value of

n

22 − 1

satises

P=1 Bit.

We

can thus test the vertical tiling conditions with the following axiom:



^

¬(t u P=1 Bit v ⊥) →

_


(P=1 ¬Bit v t0 ) .

ht,t0 i∈V

t∈T

The reduction allows us to establish the following theorem.
Theorem 4.

Satisability of TPDFs is

-hard. This already holds if

•

no CQs are used,

•

the underlying DL is ALC ,

•

probabilistic operators are only used on the level of concepts,

• NCrig = NRrig = ∅,
•

6

2ExpSpace

and

on the axiom level, we only use Boolean connectives and the operator , which does not
occur under a negation operator.

Conclusion

In the context of description logics, temporal and probabilistic extensions have mostly been
investigated in isolation, and similarly, such extensions on DL languages and query languages
have not been investigated in combination. In this paper, we presented several results towards
lling these gaps.

First, we showed tight complexity bounds for a setting where temporal

operators are used on the level of axioms and queries, as well as on queries, axioms and concepts
in combination, showing that the overall complexity does not increase by such a combination
for any DL between

ALC

and

ALCOQ

or

ALCOI .

Second, we considered the setting where

probability operators may be used on the level of concepts, axioms and queries, obtaining an

NExpTime upper bound if the underlying DL is
the underlying DL is

ALCOQ

or

ALCOI .

ALCQ,

and an N2ExpTime upper bound if

Finally, we showed that the combination of both

temporal and probabilistic operators on concepts and axioms results in 2ExpSpace-hardness.
We believe that it might be possible to obtain matching upper bounds by a combination of the
structures we used in this paper to show our upper bound.
While temporal ABoxes can be easily encoded into TPDFs, our results do not generalise the
settings with probabilistic ABoxes studied in [22], or in the work in [24] on temporal probabilistic
query answering, since these works assume the probability measure on the possible worlds to
be xed, which is not the case with our semantics. We believe however that extending to such
settings does not have an impact on the complexity, as our languages are all already ExpTimehard. Another possible direction is investigating special operators that are both temporal and
probabilistic in nature, such as the probabilistic diamond-operator introduced in [25, 26].
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Frontiers

A

Temporal Probabilistic Description Logics

A.1

Preliminaries

We recall the DLs studied in the paper, as well as conjunctive query answering, in detail.

Let

Description Logics.

NC , NR

and

NI

be pair-wise countably innite sets of respectively

concept names, role names and individual names. A role is an expression of the forms r, r− ,
where r ∈ NR . Concepts are of the following forms, where A ∈ NC , R is a role, C , D are

concepts,

n∈N

and

a ∈ NI :
A | C u D | ∃R.C | ∀R.C | ≥nR.C | {a}.

A

knowledge base

C, D

(KB) is a set of

are concepts, or

assertions

DL axioms, which are either GCIs
of the forms

A(a)

and

of the form C v D , where
r(a, b), A ∈ NC , r ∈ NR , a, b ∈ NI .

EL only supports concepts of
A, C u D and ∃R.C and axioms of the form C v D, and no roles of the form r− .
ALC extends EL with concepts of the form ¬C . More expressive DLs are denoted by attaching
−
a letter to the DL, where we use I for support of roles r , O for concepts of the form {a}, Q
for concepts of the form ≥nR.C . For example, ALCI extends ALC with inverse roles, whereas
ALCOQ extends ALC with concepts of the form {a} and ≥nR.C .
Dierent DLs are dierentiated based on the operators allowed:
the form

interpretations I = h∆I , ·I i, where ∆I is a set of
·I maps each concept name A ∈ NC to a set AI ⊆ ∆I , each role name
r ∈ NR to a relation rI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I , each individual name a ∈ NI to a domain element aI ∈ ∆I ,
−
− I
I −
and each role r
to (r ) = (r ) . It is extended to concepts as follows.
The semantics of KBs is dened in terms of

domain elements

and

(C u D)I = C I ∩ DI ,

(¬C)I = ∆I \ C I ,

{a}I = {aI },

(∃R.C)I = {d ∈ I | ∃e ∈ ∆I : hd, ei ∈ RI , e ∈ C I },
(≥ nR.C)I = {d ∈ I | #{e ∈ ∆I | hd, ei ∈ RI , e ∈ C I } ≥ n}
I satises an axiom/assertion α, in symbols I |= α, if α = C v D
aI ∈ AI ; and α = r(a, b) and haI , bI i ∈ rI . I is a model of a KB
it. Finally, a KB K entails an DL axiom α i α is satised by every

We say that an interpretation
and

C I ⊆ DI ; α = A(a)

and

i it satises all axioms in
model of

K.

conjunctive query (CQ) takes the form q = ∃~y.φ(~x, ~y), where ~x, ~y
φ(~x, ~y ) is a conjunction over atoms of the forms A(t1 ) and r(t1 , t2 ),
where A ∈ NC , r ∈ NR , and t1 and t2 are terms taken from NI , ~
x and ~y . ~x are the answer
variables of q. Given an interpretation I and a CQ q with answer variables x1 , . . . , xn , the vector
a1 . . . an ⊆ NI n is an answer of q in I if there exists a mapping π : term(q) → ∆I s.t. π(xi ) = ai
I
I
I
for i ∈ J1, nK, π(b) = b for b ∈ NI , π(t) ∈ A for every A(t) in q , and hπ(t1 ), π(t2 )i ∈ r for
every r(t1 , t2 ) in q . A vector a1 . . . an is a certain answer of q in a KB K if it is an answer in
every model of K. If a query does not contain any answer variables, it is a Boolean CQ, and we
say it is entailed by a KB K (interpretation I ) if it has the empty vector as answer.
Conjunctive Queries.

A

are vectors of variables and

A.2

Semantics

We prove the claim made in the remark after the denition of the semantics of TPDFs.
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There is a TPDF of the form C v D without temporal operators which is satisable only in interpretations that have an uncountable set of possible worlds and an uncountable
domain.

Theorem 5.

Proof.

The TPDF in question is

φ = > v P=0 A u ∃r.A.
We rst show that it is satisable with an interpretation that has an uncountable domain
and an uncountable set of possible worlds.

We then show that it cannot be satised by an

interpretation in which both are countable.

ι : J → [0, 1]

of

φ,

J ⊆ 2J .

The domain ∆ is dened as
∆ = [0, 1], that is, we have a domain element for every real number between 0 and 1. Note that
this set is uncountable. Next, we dene the possible worlds in J . Since φ contains no temporal
operators, it is sucient to focus on the rst interpretation I0 in each sequence (Ii )i≥0 ∈ J .
I
We use one such interpretation Iq for each q ∈ [0, 1], on which the interpretation function · q
We rst dene the model

where

is then dened by:

AIq = {q}
rIq = {hq 0 , qi | q 0 ∈ [0, 1]}.
Clearly, every interpretation satises

ι

> v ∃r.A.

[0, 1], and intuitively corresponds to a
[0, 1]. Specically, J ⊆ 2J is the smallest set containing
interval [i, j] ⊆ [0, 1], and that is closed under complement and

is now dened based on the Lebesgue measure on

uniform probability distribution over
the set

{Iq | q ∈ [i, j]} for every
ι is dened such

countable union.

that it satises

ι({Iq | q ∈ [i, j]}) = j − i,
and is extended to

J

so that is satises the properties of a probability measure. It is not hard

to see that for every domain element

d ∈ ∆,

ι({Iq ∈ J | d ∈ AIq }) = 0,
and therefore

d ∈ (P=0 A)Iq ,ι

for every

Iq ∈ J .

ι

It follows that

is a model of

φ.

ι : J → [0, 1] in which J or the
ι : J → [0, 1] be a probabilistic temporal model of φ,
J
where J ⊆ 2 . In every interpretation (Ii )i≥0 ∈ J , there must exist some domain element
d ∈ ∆ s.t. d ∈ AI0 . Since each d ∈ ∆ satises P=0 (A), we have ι({(Ii )i≥0 }) = 0 for every
interpretation (Ii )i≥0 ∈ J . By the denition of probability measure spaces, we have for every
0
countable set J ⊆ J of pairwise disjoint subsets of J that
 [

X
ι
J0 =
ι(J 0 ).
It remains to show that
common domain

∆

φ

is not satisable by interpretations

are countable. Let

J 0 ∈J0

J 0 ∈J0

Set

J0 = {{(Ii )i≥0 } | (Ii )i≥0 ∈ J }.
If

J

is countable, then so is

consequence,

ι

J0 ,

and we obtain

ι(J ) = 0, which contradicts ι(J ) = 1.
J is countable.

As a

cannot be a probability measure if

We obtain that

φ

is only satisable in models with an uncountable set of possible worlds. This

further implies that

φ

is only satisable in models with an uncountable domain: otherwise,

since the number of concept and role names occurring in
model that also has a countable set of possible worlds.
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φ

is nite, we could always nd a

B

Only Temporal Operators

Satisability of TPDFs without probability operators and temporal concepts, and
with underlying DL L, is
Theorem 1.

-complete for L = EL and NCrig = NRrig = ∅,

•

PSpace

•

ExpTime

•

NExpTime

•

NExpTime

•

2ExpTime

•

decidable for ALCOIQ.

-complete for L ∈ {ALC, ALCQ} and NCrig = NRrig = ∅,
-complete for L ∈ {EL, ALC, ALCQ} and NRrig = ∅,
-complete L = EL and NRrig 6= ∅,

-complete for L ∈ {ALCI, ALCIQ, ALCOQ, ALCOI}, and

Proof.

Let

φ

be a TPDF of which we want to determine satisability. We dene a set

classical DL axioms that contains the following axiom for every GCI

CvD

occurring in

Tφ
φ:

of

A¬(CvD) ≡ C u ¬D.
A¬(CvD) witness the non-entailment of C v D, so that we can use the CQ
∃x.A¬(CvD) (x) to express that the GCI does not hold. We then dene a TPDF φ0 that is
0
obtained from φ by replacing every GCI C v D with ¬∃x.A¬(CvD) (x). φ contains no GCIs,
V
0
and we have 
α∈Tφ α |= ¬φ i φ is unsatisable. The theorem thus directly follows from
Instances of

results on satisability of temporal CQs in [11, 5, 4].

Before we prove Lemma 1, we show that a TPDF

φ

without probability operators is satisable

i there exists a quasimodel verifying it. We prove both directions of this statement in separate
lemmas. In the following, we assume the underlying DL is included in

ALCOQ

or

ALCOI .

If a TPDF φ without probability operators is satisable, then there exists a quasimodel hQ, Ri for it.
Lemma 3.

Proof.

Assume that

J ⊆ 2J .

Since

φ

φ

is satisable. There then exists a model model

contains exactly one sequence

hQ, Ri

ι : J → [0, 1]

of

φ,

does not contain any probability operators, we can assume wlog.

(Ii )i>0

based on this sequence.

For a classical interpretation

type(Ii , d) = {C ∈ tc (φ) | d ∈ C Ii ,ι } the
type(Ii ) = {ψ ∈ tf (φ) | Ii , ι |= ψ} the formula type of Ii .
Q

J

of classical interpretations. We construct a quasimodel

we denote by

We dene the sequence

where

that

of quasistates by setting for all

Ii

and a domain element

concept type of d in Ii ,

d,

and by

i ∈ N:

Q(i) = {type(Ii )} ∪ {type(Ii , d) | d ∈ ∆}.
It follows directly from construction that every
witnessing interpretation
concept and

AC

I0

is obtained from

Ii

is the conceptual abstraction of

We associate to every

d ∈ ∆

a run

σd

Q(i)

is admissible, and that

by setting

0

AIC = C Ii ,ι ,

where

φ ∈ tQ(0) (the
C is a temporal

C ).

dened by

σd (i) = {type(Ii , d)}.

By checking the

Conditions R1R4 and comparing to the denition of the semantics of the temporal operators,

σd (i)
R = {σd | d ∈ ∆}.

one sees that

is indeed a run for every

It follows directly from the construction that

d ∈ ∆.

hQ, Ri

a quasimodel.
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The set

R

of runs is then dened as

satises Conditions Q1  Q3, and is thus

Before we show how to construct an interpretation based on a quasimodel, we need a small
auxiliary lemma concerning the DLs

ALCOQ

and

ALCOI ,

which will also be used in the

proofs for Section 4.

t ⊆ tc (φ), a probabilistic temporal
possible world (Ii )i≥0 ∈ J and i ≥ 0, dene
\
tIi ,ι =
C Ii ,ι

For a concept type
domain

∆,

a

interpretation

ι : 2J → [0, 1]

with

C∈t
as the

extension of t in Ii , ι.

Furthermore, we dene the extension of

t

in a classical DL interpretation

tI =

\

I

as

(C ca )I .

C∈t

Let t be a concept type with0 t ∩ NI = ∅, and I an interpretation with tI 6= ∅. Then,
there exists an0 interpretation I 0 s.t. tI = tI ∪ {d} for some fresh domain element d, for every
type t2 6= t, tI2 = tI2 , and for every CQ q, I |= q i I 0 |= q.
Lemma 4.

Proof.

For

ALCOI , we can duplicate some domain element d ∈ tI

to a new fresh element

d2 that

satises the same concept names and has the same role successors and role predecessors. For

ALCOQ, we duplicate d ∈ tI

to a new domain element

d2

that satises the same concept names

and has the same role successors. It is then not hard to see that the resulting interpretation
satises the same CQs as the initial one, that

d2 ∈ tI ,

and that the extensions of the other

types remain unchanged.
Lemma 5.

Proof.

If there exists a quasimodel hQ, Ri for φ, then φ is satisable.

hQ, Ri that veries a temporal formula φ, we construct a temporal
(Ii )i>0 such that for the probabilistic temporal interpretation ι : {∅, {(Ii )i≥0 }} →
ι({(Ii )i }) = 1, we have I0 , ι |= φ.

Given a quasimodel

interpretation

[0, 1]

with

Since every quasistate

Q(i)

is admissible, there is a sequence

witness the admissibility of the quasistates

Q(1), Q(2), . . ..

I1 , I2 . . . of interpretations that
ALCOQ and ALCOI have

Since

the nite model property, we can assume wlog. that every such interpretation has nitely many
elements.

a ∈ NI and i > 0, Ii contains exactly one domain element
d = aI , which as a consequence implies that each quasistate Q(i) contains at most one type t
s.t. {a} ∈ t. Furthermore, by Condition R4, if there exists some type t ∈ Q(i) s.t. {a} ∈ t,
then there is such a type in every Q(j), j > 0.

Note that for every named individual

We extend these interpretation
dene the domain

da .

Let

type

t

n

∆.

Ii

such that the resulting sequence is a model of

For every individual name

a

occuring in

φ, ∆

φ.

be the maximal number of domain elements that occur in the extension

in any interpretation

Ii

For each interpretation

Ii ,

Ii0

j ∈ J1, nK, dσ,j ∈ σ(i)
da . The nal temporal
interpretations.

∆

contains

n

∆.

elements, we can transform

tIi

of ant

σ ∈ R that is neither a formula
elements dσ,i , where i ∈ J1, nK. This

in our sequence. For every run

run nor contains any nominal runs,
concludes the denition of

We rst

contains a domain element

domain

by successive application of Lemma 4 and renaming of domain

Ii

into an interpretation such that for every domain element

σ s.t. {a} ∈ σ(i), a =
J = hIi0 ii>0 of all so obtained

, and that furthermore, for the each run
interpretation is then the sequence

dσ,j ,
I0

It can now be shown by structucal induction on the concept operators, by
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comparing Conditions R1R4 with the semantics of temporal operators, that for every domain

d ∈ ∆, every interpretation Ii0 , every temporal concept C , d ∈ AICi i d ∈ C Ii ,ι , and for
ca I
I ,ι
every concept, d ∈ (C ) i i d ∈ C i . Similarly, we can show by induction over the structure
of φ and using φ ∈ tQ(0) , that ι |= φ. Hence, φ is satisable.
element

If the underlying DL is ALCOQ or ALCOI , then φ is satisable i there exists a
quasimodel hQ, Ri for φ where Q is of the form
Lemma 1.

Q(0) . . . Q(n) Q(n + 1) . . . Q(n + m)

ω

,

with n and m double exponentially bounded in the size of φ.
Proof.

Since the other direction directly follows from Lemma 5, we only need to prove that,

if a TPDF

φ

without probability operators is satisable, then there exists a quasimodel as

required by the lemma. Assume therefore that
a quasimodel

hQ0 , R0 i

for

φ,

φ

is satisable. By Lemma 3, there then exists

which we step-wise transform into the required form.

Central for our construction is the following claim.

Let

Claim 1.

hQ, Ri

be a quasimodel for

there exists a quasimodel

hQ0 , R0 i

for

φ

φ

i, j ≥ 0

and

in which

Q0

be such that

Q(i) = Q(j).

Then,

is of the following form:

Q(0), . . . Q(i), Q(j + 1), . . .
By Condition Q3, for every

Proof of claim.

and a run

σ0 ∈ R

with

σ 0 (j) = t.

t ∈ Q(i), there exists a run σ ∈ R with σ(i) = t,
R0 by setting:

We can thus dene

R0 = {σ(0), . . . , σ(i), σ 0 (j + 1), . . . | σ, σ 0 ∈ R, σ(i) = σ(j)}.
every sequence in

R0

satises Conditions R1R4, and

hQ0 , R0 i

satises Conditions Q1Q3.

This nishes the proof of the claim.
There can be at most double exponentially many dierent quasistates, since each quasistate is
a set of types, and there are only exponentially many dierent types. It follows that for some

i ≥ 0,

for every

nd two values

1.

j > i there are innitely many k > j s.t. Q0 (i) = Q0 (k). Based
0 ≤ n ≤ m s.t. Q0 (n) = Q0 (m) and for every run σ ∈ R0 ,

σ(n) = σ(m),

2. for every run

on this, we can

and

αUβ ∈ σ(n), β ∈ σ(k)

for some

k ∈ Jn, mK.

n and m can be found as follows: starting from some quasistate Q0 (n) that occurs
m = n; then iterate over all runs σ ∈ R and check whether Condition 2
0
is satised for σ and the current value m, and otherwise replace m by the next value m > m
0
s.t. Q0 (m ) = Q0 (m). Note that once Condition 2 is satised for some run σ and j > i, it is
0
0
0
satised for all runs σ with σ(k) = σ (k) for all k ∈ [i, j], and for all larger indices m > m, so
Such indices

innitely often, initialise

that this procedure nally gives us the required indices.

n and m, we mark the runs with
R1 of new runs. For every run σ and αUβ ∈ σ(n), there is a
smallest number k ∈ Jn, mK with β ∈ σ(k). If σ is a concept run in R0 , we add to R1 the run
σ 0 obtained from σ by adding the fresh concept name BCUD to every element σ(l) where l ≤ k ,
and ¬BCUD to every element σ(l), where l > k . We do the same for every formula run σ and
ψ1 Uψ2 ∈ σ(n), where we use the formula Bψ1 Uψ2 (a) instead. The sequence Q1 of quasistates

To keep track of the satisfaction of the until formulae between
fresh concept, obtaining the set
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is obtained from

Q0

by extending the types accordingly, so that Condition Q3 is still satised.

Note that in the resulting quasimodel, for every type
names only in negated form, and

αUβ ∈ t

Q1 (n)

t ∈ Q1 (m)

contains the fresh concept

contains the type obtained from

t

by adding for every

the corresponding marker.

Q1 (0) and Q1 (n), and
Q1 (n) and Q1 (m), resulting in a new quasistate hQ2 , R2 i and two new indices n0 and
Q2 (n0 ) = Q1 (n) and Q2 (m0 ) = Q1 (m). Note that our fresh concept names make

We now apply Claim 1 to merge any repeated quasistates between
between

m0

s.t.

sure that each merging step preserves Conditions 1 (modulo the fresh symbols) and 2, so that

hQ2 , R2 i satises these conditions as well, albeit for the indices n0 and m0 . Furthermore, since
Q2 still contains at most double exponentially many quasistates, and no quasistate occurs twice
0
0
between Q(0) and Q(n), or twice between Q(n) and Q(m), n and m are double exponentially
bounded. To obtain a quasimodel for our input formula φ, we remove all occurences of the fresh
concept names again and result in a quasimodel hQ3 , R3 i which satises Conditions 1 and 2
0
0
for the indices n and m . We can now use a similar argument as we used to prove Claim 1 to
show that there exists a quasimodel hQ, Ri in which Q is of the form
ω
Q3 (0), . . . , Q3 (n0 ) Q3 (n0 + 1), . . . , Q3 (m0 ) ,
which is now of the form as required.

Next, we establish the complexity of deciding admissibility of quasistates.

If the underlying DL is ALCOI or ALCOQ, whether a given quasistate S is
admissible can be decided in time double-exponential in the size of the input formula φ. If the
underlying DL is ALCQ, it can be decided in time single-exponential in the size of the input
formula φ.

Lemma 6.

Proof.

Note hat

S

contains at most exponentially many elements, as there can be at most

exponentially many types. We reduce our problem to a query entailment problem of the form

K 6|= Q, where K is a set of DL axioms and Q is a disjunction of CQs. K is the union of two
KBs, K1 and K2 . K1 is dened based on the formula type tS , and contains the following axioms:
1. for every DL axiom
2. for every

α ∈ tS ,

∃~x.q(~x) ∈ tS ,

it contains

αca ,

the set of assertions

q(~a)

obtained from

q(~x)

by replacing each

variable by a fresh individual name, and
3. for every

In models of
satised.

K1

¬(C v D) ∈ tS ,

K1 ,

it contains the assertion

1. for every concept type

a

is fresh.

t ∈ S

tS

tT

are

contains one

φ.
S,

and contains

that is not a nominal type, the assertion

d
( C∈t C ca )(a),

is a fresh individual name,

2. for every nominal type
3. for every concept type

d

a

the conceptual abstractions of every GCI, negated GCI and CQ in

is dened based on the concept types in

where

where

contains polynomially many elements, since the formula type

element per generalised axiom occurring in

K2

(C ca u ¬Dca )(a),

t ∈ S,

where

t ⊆ tc (φ)

{a} ∈ t,

s.t.

the assertion

t 6∈ S

ca
v ⊥.
C∈t C
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and

t

d
( C∈t\{a} C ca )(a),

and

is not a nominal type, the GCI

I

K2 , there is an a domain element for every type t ∈ S that satises the conceptual
t. Furthermore, for every concept type t not in S , there is no
element in I that satises all of the conceptual abstractions of the concepts in t. K2

In models

of

abstractions of the concepts in
domain

contains exponentially many elements, since there are exponentially many dierent concept
types.

K

K1 ∪ K2 of both KBs, and thus also of exponential size. The UCQ Q is a
q ∈ form(φ) for which ¬q ∈ tS , and all assertions α ∈ form(φ) for which
¬α ∈ tS . If K 6|= Q, then there is a model I of K that does not satisfy any of the disjuncts
in Q. From the above observations, it follows that this model witnesses the admissibility of S .
It us further not hard to see that any interpretation that witnesses the admissibility of S can
be transformed into a model I of K s.t. I 6|= Q. As a result, we have that S is admissible i
K 6|= Q.
is the union

disjunction over all CQs

While

K

φ, Q

is exponential in the size

is polynomial in the size of

φ.

As shown in [23,

Lemma 16,17] based on results in [18, 13] (and, separately, within proofs for results in [4]),
query entailment from

ALCOQ

ALCOI -KBs

and

can be decided in time double exponential

in the size of the query and single exponential in the size of the KB. We obtain that, if the
underlying DL is

ALCOQ

or

ALCOI ,
φ.

the required entailment test can be performed in time

double exponential in the size of
For

ALCQ,

we need to decide this entailment in single exponential time, for which we use the

SHQ-KBs presented in [29]. The author shows that, in
Q, one can construct, based on Q, a series K10 , . . ., Kn0 of
∩
exponentially many, polynomially sized ALCQ KBs (so called spoilers), so that K 6|= Q i for
∩
0
some i ∈ J1, nK, K ∪ Ki is satisable [29, Lemma 3]. ALCQ extends ALCQ by conjunctions
∩
over role names, and satisability of ALCQ KBs can be decided in time exponential wrt. of
the size of the KB. However, in our case, K is already of exponential size, so that this result
technique for query entailment from

order to decide entailment of a UCQ

alone would only give us a double exponential upper bound. We therefore have show that for

i ∈ J1, nK, the satisability of K ∪Ki0 = K1 ∪K2 ∪Ki0
the size of φ.

each
in

We show how to decide satisability of each KBs
of

φ, using classical type elimination.

can still be decided in time exponential

K1 ∪ K2 ∪ Ki0

in time exponential in the size

In type elimination, the aim is to compute a set of concept

types that corresponds to a model of the KB, where each concept type is represented by some
domain element.

Specically, we apply this technique for the KB

ensure that only the types encoded in

Ki0

K1 ∪ K2 ,

and additionally

are represented. Because there are only exponentially

many types to consider, this allows us to establish the required bound.
0
T0 ⊆ 2tc (K1 ∪Ki ) of concept types for K1 ∪ Ki0 .
0
Since K1 and Ki are both polynomial in φ, there are at most exponentially many such types.
0
t (φ)
Note furthermore that tc (φ) ⊆ tc (K1 ∪ Ki ), and that K2 simply states which types from 2 c

We describe this in detail. We consider the set

need to occur in a model, which are exactly those in our quasistate

T0
in

all types

ta ∈ T0

t

for which there is no type

for each individual name

a

t0 ∈ S

t0 ⊆ t.
K1 ∪ Ki0 ,

s.t.

occurring in

S.

We thus remove from

Next, we have to choose one type
since each concept type represents

a distinct domain element. As there are exponentially many choices for this, this accounts to
iterating the type elimination algorithm at most exponentially many times, each time with a
dierent choice, until it is successful.
The type elimination algorithm now proceeds by eliminating concept types that cannot be
represented by any domain element in models of the KB, which may depend on role restrictions
in that type and other concept types in the current set that can be picked to satisfy these role
restrictions. In the following, denote by tr the set of all subsets of role names that occur in

successor-mapping
We call

m

for a concept type

t

wrt. to a set

valid if
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Ti

of types is a mapping

φ. A
m : tr × Ti → N.

≥i(r1 u . . . u rm ).C ∈ t,
r1 , . . . , rm ∈ R, C ∈ t},

1. for every

¬≥i(r1 u . . . u rm ).C ∈ t,
r1 , . . . , rm ∈ R, C ∈ t},

2. for every

∃(r1 u . . . u rm ).C ∈ t,
r1 , . . . , rm ∈ R, C ∈ t},

3. for every

P

we have

¬∃(r1 u . . . u rm ).C ∈ t,
r1 , . . . , rm ∈ R, C ∈ t}.

P

we have

hR,ti∈M

we have

m(R, t) ≥ i,

hR,ti∈M

P

we have

4. for every

hR,ti∈M

m(R, t) < i,

m(R, t) ≥ 1,

P

hR,ti∈M

m(R, t) = 0,

where

M = {hR, ti |

where

M = {hR, ti |

where

M = {hR, ti |

where

M = {hR, ti |

t has a valid successor-mapping wrt. to a set Ti of
k linear inequations, with the values of the function
one inequation per concept in t. By Carathéodory's

In order to decide whether a concept type

types, we can see these conditions as a set of

m

variables, so that we obtain at most

theorem, if such an inequation system has a positive solution, then it has a solution in which at
most

k+1

0,

variables have a value dierent from

which is polynomial in the size of

t.

We can

thus decide whether there exists a valid successor-mapping in exponential time by iterating over
all subsets

M 0 ⊆ tr × Ti

of size

k + 1,

a positive number to each element in

and then checking in polynomial time whether assigning

M0

gives us a solution to the inequation system.

The type elimination now proceeds by successively eliminating from the current set
types each concept type
types.

t ∈ Ti

Ti of concept

that does have a valid successor mapping in the current set of

Since in each step, exponentially many types have to be checked, each check can be

performed in exponential time, and we can eliminate at most exponentially many types, this
process takes at most exponential time.
We then check whether the resulting set

•

for every individual name

•

for every type

t ∈ S , T∗

a

T∗

of types satises the following conditions:

K1 ∪ Ki0 , T∗

occurring in

contains a type

t0

with

contains a type

t

with

K ∪ K0 ,

T∗ .

K ∪ Ki0

based

On the other hand, the procedure is successful if there exists a model of

since we can build the set

that satisability of

and

t ⊆ t0 .

It is standard to show that, if the procedure is successful, we can build a model of
on the types in

{a} ∈ s,

K ∪ Ki0

T∗

based on the types that occur in this model. We obtain

can be decided in exponential time, which means that we can decide

K |= Q in exponential time, which means that, if the underlying DL is ALCQ, the admissibility
of a quasistate can be decided in time single-exponential in φ.

Satisability of TPDFs without probability operators is undecidable if NRrig 6= ∅.
Otherwise, it is 2ExpTime-complete if the underlying DL is ALCO, ALCI or ALCOI , and
ExpSpace-complete if the underlying DL is ALC or ALCQ.

Theorem 2.

Proof.

By Lemma 1, we can reduce the satisability of a TPDF without probability operators to

the existence of a regular quasimodel. We describe a non-deterministic procedure that guesses
and veries such a structure, and then argue that it is in the targeted complexity classes. In the
procedure, we rst guess the numbers
bounded by

φ

n

and

m

form Lemma 1, which are double exponentially

and can thus be stored in binary using only exponentially many bits. We then

Q(0), . . . , Q(n), Q(n + 1), . . . , Q(n + m) one after the other, keeping only
Q(n + 1) in memory. For each quasistate, by Lemma 6 we
can verify its admissibility in ExpTime (ALCQ) respectively 2ExpTime (for ALCOQ and
ALCOI ). In addition, we keep a set of unresolved concepts and formulae of the form αUβ for
guess the quasistates

the current quasistate as well as

each run until they have been veried. Clearly, apart from the admissibility test, all of these
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Q(n + m) = Q(n + 1), and that
Q(n+1) has been satised before Q(n+m). This procedure
2ExpTime
the underlying DL is ALCQ, and in ExpSpace
= 2ExpTime if
ALCOQ or ALCOI .

operations only take exponential space. Finally, we verify that
every expression of the form
runs in ExpSpace if
the underlying DL is

C

αUβ

in

Only Probability Operators

We prove both directions of Lemma 2 in separate lemmas.

If a TPDF φ without temporal operators is satisable, then there exists a probabilistic quasimodel hP S, PTi for φ.

Lemma 7.

Proof.

Let

ι : J → [0, 1],

where

J ⊆ 2J ,

be a probabilistic model of

contains no temporal operators, only the rst interpretation

I0

φ

∆. Since φ
(Ii )i≥0 ∈ J is

with domain

in each sequence

relevant, which is why, in the following, we leave out the subscripts of the interpretations and
treat

J

as a set of classical interpretations (each time referring to the rst interpretation of the

sequence).
Based on

ι,

we build a full quasistate.

admissible quasistate

SI

First, we associate to every interpretation

1.

tSI = {ψ ∈ tf (φ) | I, ι |= ψ},

2.

SI = {tSI } ∪ {t ⊆ tc (φ) | tI,ι 6= ∅}.

an

and

It follows from the denition of admissible quasistates that
replace every probabilistic concept
a witnessing interpretation.
quasistate. We set

I ∈ J

by setting:

C

in every

I

TI

is admissible: we just have to

by its conceptual abstraction

C ca

to obtain

Note that several interpretations may have the same admissible

S = {SI | I ∈ J },

and dene

P S : 2S → [0, 1]

by setting, for every

S ∈ S,

P S({S}) = P ({I ∈ J | S = SI }).
PS

is a probabilistic quasistate.

assumption,

ι |= φ,

φ ∈ tT for every S ∈ S, since by
I ∈ J , I, ι |= φ. Consequently, S satises

Furthermore, we have

and therefore, for every

Condition PQ1.

d∈∆
I ∈ J , we dene the concept type type(d, I) = {C ∈ tc (φ) | d ∈ C I,ι }. To
T
element d ∈ ∆, we assign the probabilistic concept type ptd : 2 d → [0, 1], where

We continue by constructing the probabilistic concept types. For every domain element
and interpretation
every domain

Td = {type(d, I) | I ∈ J }
and for every

t ∈ Td ,
ptd ({t}) = ι({I ∈ J | t = td,I }).

Our set of probabilistic concept types is then

PT = {ptd | d ∈ ∆}.

We show that

hP S, PTi

is

a probabilistic quasimodel. We have already shown that Condition PQ1 holds. It remains to
show that the remaining two conditions of probabilistic quasimodels are also satised.

pt ∈ PT is compatible to P S .
pt : 2T → [0, 1] ∈ PT be some probabilistic type in PT. Note that there is some domain
T
element d ∈ ∆ s.t. pt = ptd : 2 d → [0, 1]. We dene the domain of the joined probability
WP S,pt
measure PP S,pt : 2
→ [0, 1] for P S and pt by setting WP S,pt = {hSI , td,I i | I ∈ J }. By
construction, WP S,pt ⊆ S × Td . Furthermore, hSI , td,I i ∈ WP S,pt implies td,I ∈ SI , since by
construction, SI contains type(e, I) for every e ∈ ∆. Therefore, WP S,pt satises Condition PC1.
We rst show that Condition PQ2 is satised, that is, every
Let
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The measure

PP S,pt

is now dened for every

hS, ti ∈ WP,pt

by

PP S,pt ({hS, ti}) = ι({I ∈ J | SI = S, td,I = t}).
I ∈ J,
hS, ti ∈ WP S,pt s.t. SI = T and tI = t (by construction), and that for
any two distinct tuples hS1 , t1 i, hS2 , t2 i ∈ WP,pt , the corresponding sets of interpretations are
disjoint. (Otherwise, there would be some interpretation I ∈ J s.t. both S1 = SI = S2 and
t1 = td,I = t2 , which means the tuples would not be distinct.) Regarding Condition PC2, we
have for every S ∈ S
PP S,pt

To see that

is indeed a probability measure, note that for every interpretation

there exists some tuple

PP S,pt ({hS, ti | (S, t) ∈ WP S,pt })
=PP S,pt ({hSI , td,I i | I ∈ J , S = SI })
=ι({I ∈ J | S = SI })
=P S({S}),
and regarding Condition PC3, we have for every

t∈T

PP S,pt ({hS, ti | (S, t) ∈ WP S,pt })
=PP S,pt ({hSI , td,I i | I ∈ J , td,I = t})
=ι({I ∈ J | t = td,I })
=pt({t}).
Consequently,

pt

with

P S,

Ppt,P S

satises Conditions PC1PC3, and thus witnesses the compatibility of

which means that Condition PQ2 is satised for

hP S, PTi.

S ∈ S and every concept
pt : 2T → [0, 1] ∈ PT s.t. hS, ti ∈ WP S,pt .
For every such S and t, there exists an interpretation I ∈ J and a domain element d ∈ ∆ s.t.
S = SI and td,I , so that this condition directly follows. We obtain that hP S, PTi satises all
Conditions PQ1PQ3, and thus that it is a probabilistic quasimodel for φ.

Regarding Condition PQ3, we have to show that for every quasistate
type

t ∈ S,

there exists a probabilistic concept type

Lemma 8. Given a probabilistic formula φ, if there exists a probabilistic quasimodel hP S, PTi
for φ, then φ is satisable.

Proof.

hP S, PTi be a probabilistic quasimodel, where P S : S → [0, 1]. Note that hP S, PTi
S ∈ S for which P S(S) = 0, so that we
assume wlog. that S does not contain such quasistates.
Let

remains a quasimodel if we remove every quasistate
can

We show how to construct, based on the probabilistic quasimodel, a probabilistic temporal in-

φ. Note for every quasistate S ∈ S, there exists an interpretation
IS witnessing its admissibility. Based on these interpretations, we build a probabilistic model of
φ. Recall also that by the example given at the beginning of the appendix, the model of φ might

terpretation that is a model of

have an uncountable set of possible worlds. To keep the following simple, our construction does
not treat this as a special case, but always yields such a model. Specically, it will contain a
possible world

Iq

for every real number

q ∈ [0, 1]:

J = {Iq | q ∈ [0, 1]},
on which we dene a probability measure based on the Lebesgue measure over

ι

is generated based on all intervals

[l, u] ⊆ [0, 1],

[0, 1].

Specically,

for which it satises:

ι({Iq ∈ J | q ∈ [l, u]}) = u − l.
q to assign possible worlds to quasistates, and later to also assign types
S = {S1 , . . . , Sn },
quasistate Si , i ∈ J1, nK, an interval I(Si ) = [l, u) for i < n and [l, u] for

We use the real numbers

to domain elements. Assume the sets of possible worlds to be enumerated:
and assign to each

i = n,

where
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• l=

P

i∈J1,iK

P S({Si }),

and

• u = l + P S({Sn }).
For each

q ∈ [0, 1], Iq

Si ∈ S,

least one domain element corresponding to

t,

S ∈ S

and

S ∈ S, q ∈ I(Si )

PS,t (hS , t i) = 0
For every pair

and

t ∈ S.

PS,t : 2WS,t → [0, 1],

q ∈ I(Si ).
ι.

t ∈ Si , Iq

has at

t.

which exist due to

As for the probabilistic quasistate, we may

assume wlog. that for every such measure, the only tuple

0

for which

will be respected by

and which satises all probabilistic concepts in

We do so based on the joined probability measures
Condition PQ3 for every

P S({Si })

the probability

Additionally, we have to make sure that for every

0

Si

will be a model corresponding to the quasistate

Note that this ensures that for each

hS 0 , t0 i ∈ WS,t

for which we can have

hS, ti.

is

hS, ti

with

S ∈ S

and

t ∈ S,

∆

the domain

contains domain elements which

again correspond to an interval over the real numbers:

∆ = {dS,t,q | S ∈ S, t ∈ S, q ∈ [0, u), u = PS,t ({hS, ti})}
∪ {dS,t,0 | S ∈ S, t ∈ S, PS,t = 0}
PS,t : WS,t → [0, 1], we dene a set of intervals that reect
PS,t . For this, we assume a total order <t on the elements in WS,t , which
0
00
0 0
satises hSi , t i <t hSj , t i if i < j . Based on this order, we assign to each tuple hS , t i ∈ WS,t
0 0
an interval IS,t (S , t ) based on the bounds

For each joined probability measure
the probabilities in

• l=

P

hS 00 ,t00 i∈WS,t ,hS 00 ,t00 i<t hS 0 ,t0 i

PS,t ({hS 00 , t00 i}),

and

• u = l + PS,t ({hS 0 , t0 i}).
IS,t = [l, l] if PS,t ({hS 0 , t0 i}) = 0.
[l, u), (l, u] or (l, u), where
We assign to

•

the interval is open on the left if
than

•

0

0

hS , t i,

according to

<t ,

Otherwise, we assign one of the intervals

PS,t ({hS 00 , t00 i}) = 0

for the largest tuple

hS 00 , t00 i

[l, u],

lower

and otherwise, it is closed on the left, and

the interval is open on the right unless

u = 1,

in which case it is closed on the right.

These conditions make sure that the intervals ll the complete range of real numbers in
without gaps, while taking special care of intervals of size

[0, 1]

0.

Based on these intervals, we assign a type to each domain element in each interpretation.
Sepcically, the function

dS,t,q0 ∈ ∆
•

a type

t0 ∈ S

type(Iq , dS,t,q0 )

assigns to each interpretation

Iq

and domain element

as follows.

q 6∈ IS,t (hS, ti), then type(Iq , dS,t,q0 ) = t0 , where t0 is the
IS,t (hS 0 , t0 i). Note that in this case, q ∈ I(S 0 ), which means
0
quasistate S .
If

unique type for which
that

Iq

q ∈

corresponds to the

q ∈ IS,t (hS, ti) and q + q 0 ∈ I(S), then type(Iq , dS,t,q0 ) = t0 , where t0 is the unique type
0
0
for which (q + q ) ∈ IS,t ∈ IS,t (S, t ). Again we have q ∈ I(S), so that Iq corresponds to
the quasistate S .

•

If

•

If

q ∈ IS,t (hS, ti) and q + q 0 6∈ I(S), then q + q 0 − PS,t ({hS, ti}) ∈ I(S),
type(Iq , dS,t,q0 ) = t0 , where t0 is the unique type for which
(q + q 0 − PS,t ({hS, t0 i})) ∈ IS,t (hS, t0 i).
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and we set

type() reects the joined probability measures PS,t ,
hS 0 , t0 i ∈ WS,t , we have

It is again not hard to see that the function
in the sense that for each

dS,t,q ∈ ∆

and

ι({Iq | type(Iq , dS,t,q ) = t0 }) = PS,t ({hS 0 , t0 i}).
pt : 2T → [0, 1]
dS,t,q ∈ ∆,

This further ensures that the probabilities in the probabilistic concept type
corresponding to

PS,t

are taken into account, so hat for every

0

t ∈T

and

ι({Iq | type(Iq , dS,t,q ) = t0 }) = pt({t0 }),
which in turn ensures that all probabilistic concepts in

t0

are taken into consideration.

Iq are constructed. For each Iq , there exists a quasisq ∈ I(S). Since S is admissible, there exists an interpretation IS which witnesses
the admissibility of S . Furthermore, the above construction ensures that for every concept type
t ∈ S , there exists at least one domain element dS,t,q0 ∈ ∆ s.t. type(Iq , dS,t,q0 ) = t. We collect
those domain elements in the set d(Iq , t):
We now specify how the interpretations
tate

S

s.t.

d(Iq , t) = {dS,t,q0 ∈ ∆ | type(Iq , dS,t,q0 ) = t}.
We now extend

tIS

elements in

IS to the interpretation Iq by replacing, for each type t ∈ S , the domain
d(Iq , t), which we can do in a way that preserves the set of entailed CQs and

by

GCIs according to Lemma 4. Based on the previous observations, it is now standard to show

tIq = tIq ,ι for all q ∈ [0, 1] and t ⊆ tc (φ), and
that q ∈ IS . We obtain that ι |= φ, and therefore

by structural induction on the concepts that

that

Iq |= ψ for every ψ ∈ S ,
φ is satisable.

that

where

S

is such

Lemma 2 is now a direct consequence of Lemma 8 and 7
We next show that, if the underlying DL is

ALCQ, then it suces to consider quasimodels that

only have an exponential number of quasistates and probabilistic concept types. We rst show
the following auxiliary lemma.
Lemma 9. Assume the underlying DL is ALCQ, and let S1 and S2 be two admissible quasistates
s.t every formula type and every nominal type in S1 ∪ S2 is also contained in S1 ∩ S2 . Then,
their union S1 ∪ S2 is also an admissible quasistate.

Proof.

Let

I1

and

I2

be the interpretations witnessing the admissibility of

loss of generality, we may assume that

S1 ∪ S2

∆I1 ∩∆I2 = ∅.

S1

and

We dene the interpretation

S2 . Without
I witnessing

as follows:

• ∆I1 ∪ ∆I2 \ {aI2 | a

occurs in

φ},

φ, aI = aI1 ,

•

for every

a ∈ NI

•

for every

A ∈ NC : AI = (AI1 ∪ aI2 ) ∩ ∆I ,

•

for every

r ∈ NR ; rI = (rI1 ∪ rI2 ) ∩ (∆I × ∆I ).

occurring in

Every CQ entailed by
entailed by

I.

is still entailed by

I,

and every GCI not entailed by

Furthermore, note that no domain elements from

domain elements from

I,
that I

I1

and

∆I 2 .

∆I1

It follows that every CQ not entailed by

I1 and
S1 ∪ S2 .

entailed by

and that every GCI entailed by

follows

witnesses the admissibility of
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by

I2

I1

is still not

are connected to any

I1

I2 is still not
I . From here it

nor

is also entailed by

Lemma 10. Assume the underlying DL is ALCQ. Then, if there exists a probabilistic quasimodel for φ, then there exists a probabilistic quasimodel hP S, PTi with P S : 2S → [0, 1] in
which S contains at most exponentially many elements.

Proof.

We show that every probabilistic quasimodel can be transformed into one such that for

t ⊆ tf (φ) and
T ⊆ S and t ∈ T .

every formula type
quasistate

S

s.t.

set

T ⊆ 2tc (φ)

S

of nominal types,

contains at most one

As there are at most exponentially many possible types,

φ

contains at most polynomially many individual names and every admissible quasistate contains
at most one nominal type per individual name in

φ,

this implies the lemma.

hP S1 , PT1 i with P S1 : 2S1 → [0, 1] be a probabilistic quasimodel s.t. for some formula
type t ⊆ tf (φ), there exists two distinct quasistates S1 , S2 ∈ S1 with tS1 = tS2 = t, and every
nominal type in S1 is also contained in S2 and vice versa. We construct a new probabilistic
quasimodel hP S, PTi in which S1 and S2 are replaced by their union. By doing so exhaustively,
Let

we obtain a probabilistic quasimodel as in the lemma.

S1 ∪ S2 is also an admissible quasistate. We can therefore dene P S : S → [0, 1]
S = (S1 \ {S1 , S2 }) ∪ {S1 ∪ S2 }. Note that it is possible that (S1 ∪ S2 ) ∈ S1 , in
which case S has two quasistates less than S1 , while otherwise, it has only one quasistate less.
We dene P S by setting
By Lemma 9,
by setting

PS

•

for all

S∈S

•

if

S1 ∪ S2 6∈ S1 : P S({S1 ∪ S2 }) = P S1 ({S1 }) + P S1 ({S2 }),

•

if

S1 ∪ S2 ∈ S1 : P S({S1 ∪ S2 }) = P S1 ({S1 }) + P S1 ({S2 }) + P S1 ({S1 ∪ S2 }).

with

S 6= S1 ∪ S2 : P S(S) = P S1 ({S}),
and

PT = PT1 to obtain the set of probahP S, PTi is a probabilistic quasimodel, it remains to show
T
that every probabilistic concept type pt : 2
→ [0, 1] ∈ PT is compatible to P S . We do so
by dening a the joined probability measure PP S,pt : WP S,pt → [0, 1] of P S and pt based on
the joined measure PP S1 ,pt : WP T1 ,pt → [0, 1] of P S1 and pt. WP S,pt is obtained from WP S,pt
by replacing every hS1 , ti and hS2 , ti by hS1 ∪ S2 , ti. Clearly, WP S,pt satises Condition PC1.
PP S,pt is dened by setting for all t ∈ T :
is an admissible probabilistic quasistate, and we set

bilistic concept types. To show that

•

for all

S0 ∈ S

s.t.

S 0 6= S1 ∪ S2 :
PP S,pt ({hS, ti}) = PP S2 ,pt ({hS, ti}),

•

if

S1 ∪ S2 6∈ S1 :
PP S,pt ({hS1 ∪ S2 , ti}) = PP S1 ,pt ({hS1 , ti}) + PP S1 ,pt ({hS2 , ti}),

•

if

S1 ∪ S2 ∈ S1 :
PP S,pt ({hS1 ∪ S2 , ti}) = PP S1 ,pt ({hS1 , ti}) + PP S1 ,pt ({hS2 , ti})
+ PP S1 ,pt ({hS1 ∪ S2 , ti}).

PP S,pt satises both Condition PC2 and Condition PC3,
to P S . It follows that every pt ∈ PT is compatible to P S ,

pt is compatible
hP S, PTi satises Condi-

which means that
and that

tion PQ2. It is not hard to see that it also satises Conditions PQ1 and PQ3, and therefore
is a quasistate for

φ.
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Lemma 11. If the underlying DL is ALCQ, then φ is satisable i it has a probabilistic
quasimodel hP S, PTi with P S : S → [0, 1], where both S and PT contain at most exponentially
many elements.

Proof.

ALCQ. By Lemma 10, if φ is satisable, then it is satishP S, PTi with P S : S → [0, 1] where S contains at most
exponentially many elements. For PT, we only require one probabilistic concept type per pair
S , t, where S ∈ S and t ∈ S (Condition PQ3). Since S and each S ∈ S contain at most exponentially many elements, we obtain that we can nd a PT that contains at most exponentially
Assume the underlying DL is

able in a probabilistic quasimodel

many elements.

We have now all that is needed to prove our complexity upper bounds.

Satisability of TPDFs without temporal operators is in NExpTime if the underlying DL is ALCQ, and in N2ExpTime if the underlying DL is ALCOQ or ALCOI .
Theorem 3.

Proof.

By Lemma 2, it suces to show that we can decide the existence of a probabilistic

quasimodel for

φ

in N2ExpTime, respectively in NExpTime if the underlying DL is

ALCQ.

The rst step is to guess and verify the domains of all probability measures involved.

•

We guess the set

S

of quasistates to be used in the probability measure

P S : 2S → [0, 1].

There are at most double exponentially many possible, and by Lemma 6, admissibility
of each of them can be decided in 2ExpTime. In case of

ALCQ,

by Lemma 11 we only

need to guess exponentially many, the admissibility of each of which can be guessed in

ExpTime.

•

t ∈ S , we guess a set T of types with
pt : T → [0, 1], and the set WP S,pt ⊆ S × T
W
satisfying hS, ti ∈ WP S,pt , to be used in the joined probability measure PP S,pt : 2 P S,pt →
[0, 1].

For each pair

t ∈ T,

hS, ti

of a quasisate

S∈S

and a type

to be used in the probability measure

To determine the probability measures, we construct a set of inequations.
We rst point out some criteria of probabilistic quasimodels

•

For every formula of the form

P~p ψ 6∈ tS for all S ∈ S.
into a set P F .
•

P~p ψ ∈ tf (φ),

we either have

where

P~p ψ ∈ tS

P S : S → [0, 1].
for all

S ∈ S,

or

We can thus collect the set of all common formulae of this form

The same holds for every probabilistic type

P~p C ∈ tc (φ), so that
into the set P C(pt).

hP S, PTi,

pt : T → [0, 1],

and concepts of the form

we can collect the set of all common probabilistic concepts in

The Condition PS2 can thus be captured by the set of inequations that, for every

pt

P~p ψ ∈ P F ,

contains

X

P S({S}) ~ p.

(1)

S∈S,ψ∈tS
This gives us a polynomial number of inequations of double exponential length each (since there
are at most double exponentially many quasistates in
inequation is of single exponential length.
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S).

If the underlying DL is

ALCQ,

each

Similarly, the condition of all

pt : T → [0, 1] ∈ PT being a probabilistic
P~p C ∈ P C(pt):
X
pt({t}) ~ p,

concept type, can be

captured by the following inequation for every

(2)

t∈T,C∈t
which gives us, per probabilistic concept type, a polynomial number of inequations of exponential length each, and, as there are at most double exponentially many probabilistic concept types, a double exponential number of such inequations (single exponential in the case of

ALCQ).
Finally, the compatibility conditions PC2 and PC3 for each probabilistic concept type

T → [0, 1] ∈ PT

pt :

correspond to the following inequations:

1. for every

S ∈ S:

2. for every

t ∈ T:


PP S,pt ({t}) − P S({S}) = 0,

P
hS,ti∈WP S,pt PP S,pt ({t}) − pt({t}) = 0.
P

hS,ti∈WP S,pt

and

Finally, we need inequations stating that the probabilities in each probability measure add up
to 1, which is established by the following inequations:

1.

P

S∈S

P S({S}) = 1,

2. for every
3. for every

pt : T → [0, 1]:

P

pt : T → [0, 1]:

P

t∈T

pt({t}) = 1,

hS,ti∈WP S,pt

and

PP S,pt ({hS, ti}) = 1.

We end up with a set of double exponentially many inequations with up to double exponentially
many elements each. In the case of

ALCQ,

these are only exponentially many inequations with

up to exponentially many elements each.
We now make use of a result from [17], which was also used to prove upper bounds for Prob-ALC

E of r linear inequations, each having
` bits, then E has a non-negative solution i it
has a solution in which each member can be represented using at most O(r` · r log(r)) bits. Our
in [20]. This result states that, if we are given a system
integer coecients that can be represented using

system of inequations can be transformed into one with integer coecients by multiplying each
coecient by a common divisor, so that we obtain such a system
exponentially bounded, or exponentially bounded in the case of
guess a solution in N2ExpTime, and in NExpTime in the case

E in which r and ` are double
ALCQ. Consequently, we can
of ALCQ. We obtain that the

complete procedure can be implemented by a non-deterministic Turing machine that runs in
double exponential time for

ALCOQ and ALCOI , while it runs in exponential time for ALCQ,

and that satisability of TPDFs without temporal operators is in N2ExpTime, respectively

NExpTime if the underlying DL is

D

ALCQ.

Temporal and Probabilistic Operators

Theorem 4.

Satisability of TPDFs is

2ExpSpace

-hard. This already holds if

•

no CQs are used,

•

the underlying DL is ALC ,

•

probabilistic operators are only used on the level of concepts,
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• NCrig = NRrig = ∅,
•

and

on the axiom level, we only use Boolean connectives and the operator , which does not
occur under a negation operator.

Proof.

We detail out the construction sketched in the main text.

Step 1: Create ordered bit positions. We dene a concept

Init that will later initialise a
2n

double-exponential counter on a domain element. This counter is implemented using

time

lines in dierent possible worlds, each of which will store a bit value of this counter. As a rst
step, we make sure that these time lines are enforced for instances of this concept, and that
they are ordered in a way that allows us to refer to the next possible world. This ordering
is crucial for implementing the double exponential counter.
The dierent time lines are identied using a single-exponential counter represented using concept names

Ai , i ∈ J1, nK,

which we in the following call the

ensures that there exists a time line with an

A-counter

A-counter. The following
0, which corresponds

value of

axiom
to the

rst bit position:

Init v P>0









l

¬Ai



i∈J1,nK

Init v P=1


¬Ai → FirstBit

l
i∈J1,nK


 FirstBit v
The following axioms for every
following time point.

FirstBit



i ∈ J1, nK





l

.

ensure that the

A-counter

is incremented at each


¬Ai .

Aj ≡ Ai ↔

j∈J1,i−1K
The axiom states that we ip the

ith

bit if all lower bit values are

1,

and otherwise we do not

ip it. We follow here the common convention that an empty conjunction corresponds to

0, we force the existence
 l

l

¬Ai v P>0
Ai .

For each time line with a counter value of
counter value of

2n − 1:

i∈J1,nK

>.

of another time line with a

i∈J1,nK

Since the counters are incremented, this ensures that eventually, at each time point, every
possibe

A-counter

value is present in some possible world, so that we have indeed

time lines for the domain element.

2n

possible

At each time point, there are now two neighbouring

A-counter
A-counter value

0,
2n − 1,

time lines that are easy to identify: in the one where the

value is

the concept

d
¬Ai
di∈J1,nK

is

the concept

is satised, and in the one where the

i∈J1,nKAi is satised.

Step 2:

B -counter,

We use a concept name
counter stores the value

Bit

that starts counting on individuals satisfying

Init.

to represent bit values within the possible worlds.

0:


We have to ip a bit at position
concept

We implement a double-exponential

Implement double exponential counter.

counter, which we call



Init v P=1 ¬Bit



Initially, the

.

i exactly if bit with a lower position has a value of 1.

Flip to represent whether this is the case.
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We keep the current

We use a

Flip and Bit value until

the

A-counter

2n − 1,

reaches

and then ip the bit value if required.



 G



 G

¬Ai v Bit ↔

Bit

¬Ai v Flip ↔

Flip



i∈J1,nK



i∈J1,nK



Ai u Flip v Bit ↔

 l


¬Bit

i∈J1,nK



Ai u ¬Flip v Bit ↔

 l

Bit



i∈J1,nK

It remains to implement the behaviour of the concept


i

If the bit at position



Flip.

FirstBit v Flip



The rst bit always ips:

.

has to be ipped, and its value is 1, then the bit at position

i+1

also

has to be ipped. In order to identify the time line that corresponds to the next bit position,
we wait until the current
which the

A-counter

reaches

2n − 1,

so that we can identify the next world in

A-counter now has a value of 0. This behaviour is captured by
 l

l

Ai u Flip u Bit v P=1 ((
¬Ai ) → Flip)
i∈J1,nK

the following axioms:

i∈J1,nK

 l

l
 (
Ai ) u (¬Flip t ¬Bit) v P=1 ((
¬Ai ) → (FirstBit t ¬Flip)) .
i∈J1,nK

i∈J1,nK

The disjunction with

FirstBit

in the last axiom ensures we do not conict with the rst bit,

which always has to be ipped.
This completes the specication of the double exponential counter. Now every individual satisfying

Init will initialise its B -counter value with 0, which is increased every 2n time points, and

goes down back to

0

after it reached its maximal value of

n

22 − 1.

Step 3: Enforce Tiling Conditions. The double exponential corridor tiling is now imple-

mented using

22

n

individuals, each carrying a double exponential

B -counter,

which represent

the rows of the tiling, while the columns are represented along the time line. Note that, since
we do not have rigid roles, it is not possible to keep the connection between these individuals
stable using roles.

Instead, we use GCIs to transfer tile information from one individual to

the next. For this, we use a similar trick as for the double exponential counter. We enforce
the existence of

n

22

dierent individuals which, at each time point, carry a dierent

B -counter

value. At each time point, we can identify two individuals easily: the individual with counter
value

0

satises

P=1 ¬Bit,

and the individual whose counter value is

We keep the current tile type on an individual until its counter value

22 − 1 satises P=1 Bit.
2n
reaches 2
− 1, and then
n

enforce the tiling conditions using this fact.
First, we make sure that at each time point, each domain element represents exacly one tiling
type

t ∈ T,

represented using the concept name



G

 >v

t:

t)

t∈T



^

(t u t0 v ⊥).

t,t0 ∈T,ti6=j
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Next, we initialise the rst row, which represents the inital tile type
special concept

FirstRow:

t0 ,

and is marked with the

¬(Init v ⊥)

Init v FirstRow u t0 .

Note that these axioms are not under a

-operator,

and thus only have to be satised at the

rst time point of the interpretation.
We use role-successors to step-wise enforce the existence of the remaining rows:

(P=1 Bit v ∃r.P=1 Init).
We use a special concept

Success to mark the success of the tiling, which is step-wise transferred

along all other rows.

(FirstRow v tf ↔ Success)
(Success v





Success)

¬(Success u P=1 Bit v ⊥) ↔ (P=1 ¬Bit v Success)

The negated GCI in the last formulae expresses the existence of some individual satisfying

Success u P=1 Bit.
after

Note that these axioms also ensure that individuals can

only

satisfy

Success

a successful tiling has been completed, since otherwise, the concept would be back-

propagated to the rst row, which then has to satisfy
Each individual keeps its tile type until its

tf .

B -counter

horizontal and the vertical tiling conditions.

reaches

n

22 − 1,

and then enforces the

For the horizontal condition, we just compare

with the next time point. In each case, tiling conditions have only to be checked if we have not
already compeleted the tiling.
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(t u P<1 Bit v
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t∈T
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t∈T ht,t0 i∈H

For the vertical condition, we identify the next row via its
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¬(t u P=1 Bit v Success) →
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value.


(P=1 ¬Bit v t0 )

ht,t0 i∈V

t∈T

Again, the negated GCI is used to express the existence of some individual that satisfying

t u P=1 Bit,

that does not also satisfy

Success.

To complete the construction, we use the following axiom to express that existence of a successful
tiling:

Init v ♦Success.
The nal TPDF

φ

is now a conjunction of all TPDFs. It is standard to verify that

φ

is of the

required form, and is satisable i the tiling problem has a solution. We obtain that satisability
of TPDFs is 2ExpSpace-hard.
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